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map a complete Moore 3-tree onto a chain or ring and thus obtain diameter 2 Flog2((N + 2)/3)1 . This algorithm yields augmented
chains or rings that are outerplanar (Fig. 4(b)) in O(N) time.
The algorithm of Section IV can obviously be applied to any
Hamiltonian graph. While the problem of finding Hamiltonian paths
in graphs is intractable in general [4], it is trivial for most nearestneighbor arrays. Many array processors have nearest-neighbor interconnections. Examples include the Illiac-IV, the Finite Element
Machine [7], and PACS [5]. The n x n nearest-neighbor array lends
itself to the efficient solution of many interesting problems [8], [10],
but has the disadvantage of an O(N) diameter which results in poor
execution of global operations such as finding maximum. We can
use our algorithm to augment such. arrays to obtain networks with all
the advantages of nearest-neighbor arrays as well as those of tree
machines. It is interesting to note that only one additional layer of
interconnecting wires is required for this purpose.
Finally, we showed in Section V how the powerful perfect-shuffle
interconnection can be superimposed on a two-dimensional nearestneighbor array. This gives us an interconnection pattern with all the
advantages of nearest-neighbor arrays as well as those of the perfect
shuffle. The results in this correspondence show how an N node array
can be augmented so that it can perform a shuffle exchange of size Ni
2 in constant time. Subsequent research [2] has shown how the same
augmented array can be used to perform a shuffle exchange of size N
in constant time.
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Prime Implicants, Minimum Covers, and the Complexity of

Logic Simplification
C. McMULLEN, AND J. SHEARER

Abstract-We show that any Boolean function f which can be
expressed in a sum-of-products form using m product terms can contain
as many as 2m - 1 implicants but no more.
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Index Terms-Boolean functions, complexity, logic simplification,
minumum covers, prime implicants.
Consider the problem of expressing a Boolean function f as a sumof-products, using as few product terms as possible. Equivalently, we
seek to express the onset off as the union of as few cubes as possible.
One approach to the solution of this problem is to generate all
maximal cubes contained in the onset of f, and then to extract from
these a minimum covering. This is the classical Quine-McClusky
algorithm (see, for example, [3]).
To determine the complexity of this algorithm, we need to know
how many maximal cubes (prime implicants) can arise in a problem
of a given size. Let us measure the size of a problem by the minimum
number of product terms in an expression for f, and denote this by
m ( f ). Assuming input to the algorithm is a sum-of-products
expression forf, this is the smallest the input can be. Let p(f ) denote
the number of prime implicants of f; these must be generated during
the first step of the Quine-McClusky algorithm. Our purpose here is
to exhibit a sharp bound for p (f ) in terms of m ( f). The examples
showing this bound is sharp are then worst cases for exact logic

simplification.
Theorem: For all Boolean functions f

p(f) c 2m(f )- 1

This bound is sharp; for each m there exists a functionf such that m
= m(f)andp(f) = 2m - 1.
To complete the Quine-McClusky algorithm, one must extract a
minimum cover from the set of prime implicants. The general
minimum covering problem is NP-hard; if we assume an exact
solution requires exponential time in the size of the set from which the
cover is to be extracted, we obtain a worst case complexity of at least
exp (exp (cm)) for the entire procedure. Here m is the number of
terms in the input to the algorithm, and c is a positive constant. Of
course the minimum covering algorithm might in principle perform
much better; indeed, it is not known that a polynomial-time
minimum-covering algorithm does not exist. Even if it does, the
worst case complexity of the Quine-McClusky algorithm is exponential in m.
Proof: We begin by describing a sequence of examples which
show the bound is sharp. The examples will be functions of
independent Boolean variables xl, x2, etc.
Setf1(x1) = xi. Then m(fi) = p(fi) = 1. Define inductively

fm+ l(X1 X29

X2m+ 1)
=x2mAfm(xl, X2, * X2m-1)VX2m AX2m+ 1.
Certainly m(fm + 1) s m(ffm ) + 1, since a cover for fm + I may be
obtained by ANDing every cube in a cover for fm with x2m and then
adjoining the single additional cube x2m A x2m+ 1. Also, observing that
9

the cubes

..

9

X2m A

p, X2m+1I

p, and x2m A x2m+I

are prime implicants of fm+ 1, for any p which is a prime of fm, we
can assert that p(fm+ 1) . 2p (fm) + 1. Applying these inequalities
inductively, we obtain m (f,) < m and p (fm) > 2"m - 1. It is a

consequence of the remainder of the theorem that in fact equality
holds.
We now turn to the proof of the inequality stated in the theorem.
Let a be a set of cubes of minimum cardinality whose union isf; that
is, assume 1j1 = m (f ). Letp be any prime implicant off, and let g
C 5 be an irredundant cover for p; i.e., 9 is a set of cubes whose
union contains p and from which no cube can be removed while
retaining this property. We claim that g uniquely determines p.
Granting this, it is clear that the number of prime implicants off is no
larger than the number of subsets of i; moreover, the set g is never
empty, and hence p(f) < 2"'f) - 1 as claimed.
To complete the proof of the theorem, we will show that the prime
p can be recovered from its covering 9.
Let xl, x2, * * * be the Boolean variables in terms of which the cubes
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of 9 are expressed. Since p is prime, it is a product of some subset of
these variables and their negations. Suppose that among the cubes of
9, some of the products involve xi and some involve xi. Then, since
every cube of g must meet c, neither xi nor xi can occur in the cube c.
On the other hand, suppose xi occurs in only one polarity among
the cubes of 9; say, for example, that some cubes of g involve xi but
no cube involves xi. We claim xi must appear in the product
expression for c. If not, it is easy to check that the cubes in 9
involving xi are redundant, contrary to assumption. Indeed, if p does
not involve xi, then the product p A g, is a nontrivial subcube of c, and
must be covered by the cubes in 9 not involving xi; since these cubes
in g do not involve xi either, they also cover p A xi. Butp = p A (xi V
ge), so the remaining cubes of g are redundant as claimed.
Thus by examining 9 we can determine, for each i, whether xi or xi
occurs in the product expression for c; hence p is uniquely
determined by its irredundant covering 9, completing the proof of the
theorem.
The Referees and the Editor have suggested [1], [2], [4], and [5]
are also relevant.
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An Implementation of Mixed-Radix Conversion for Residue
Number Applications
N. B. CHAKRABORTI, JOHN S. SOUNDARARAJAN, AND
A. L. N. REDDY
Abstract-A method of residue number system (RNS) conversion to
mixed-radix (MR) representation is presented. This method is found to be
cost-effective and efficient, particularly for moduli size 4/5 bits. A
comparison of conversion times and hardware necessary for RNS
conversion to MR digits based on different methods is also presented.
Index Tenns-Mixed-radix representation, parallel lookup, residue
number system, serial lookup.

I. INTRODUCTION
The residue number system (RNS) is being increasingly used to
implement high-speed, high-throughput digital computing and signal
processing because of the parallel nature of its arithmetic [1]-[4].
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However, RNS is found to be inferior to weighted number systems
since sign determination, magnitude comparison, and overflow
detection are slow. Such operations can be carried out if the mixedradix (MR) digits of a number are known. Several residue to MR
conversion algorithms have been reported. A classical conversion
algorithm may be found in Szabo and Tanaka [5]. A converter for a
three moduli set has been described in [6] and a fully parallel
algorithm has been reported in [7]. An RNS digital-to-analog
conversion based on Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) has been
described in [3]. A cost-effective MR converter implementation using
commercially available chips for serial or parallel table lookup with
multiple residue addressing is presented here.
II. MR CONVERSION USING SERIAL LOOKUP
In RNS using relatively prime moduli R1, R2, * * *, R, the dynamic
range is M = IIR,. An integer X, 0 < X < M, has the residue
representation X (rl, r2, * , rn) where ri = (X)R, = X modulo
Ri. In MR representation, the integer X is written as X = a, + a2R1
+ * * + anR1R2
R, I where a,, a2, * * , a, are the MR digits.
It is seen that MR system is a weighted number system and a, is the
most significant digit. We assume that the ROM and moduli sizes are
such that two moduli may be used to address a ROM table lookup.
Considering a four moduli system, the number X in serial lookup is
represented as X = XI + X2 where XI = a, + a2R, = (rl, r2,
r3(0), r4(0)) and X2 = qR1R2 = a3R1R2 + a4RIR2R3 = (0, 0, (r3 r3(O))R3, (r4 - r4(0))R4). rl, r2, r3(0), r4(0) are the residues of XI in
the subfield [0, R1R2 - 1 ]. Thus, the process of conversion consists
of finding a2, r3(0), and r4(0), and using r' = (r3 - r3(0))R3 and r'
= (r4 - r4(0))R4 to find a3 and a4 from direct mapping. The
architecture for this algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. Memory chip TI
gives a2 and chip T2 maps r3(0) and r4(0) as a direct function of r, and
r2; r ' and r ' may be used to find a3 and a4 through chip T3. It is
possible to carry out the subtractions (r3 - r3(0))R3 and (r4 r4(0))R4 by normal adders. The size of ROM's gets doubled for each
residue' addressing in such a case. Furthermore, all locations
addressed by a number r3 should have the same mapping as that
addressed by (r3 - R3) where (r3 - R3) can be represented in two's
complement form. Similarly for r4. Considerable simplification
results if (R1R2)R3 = 1 in which case, a3 = r' and chip I3 need
provide a4 only. Standard high-speed memory sizes are restricted to
4K words. This restricts the use of the above ROM table lookup
method to 6-bit (5-bit, if normal adders are used) moduli.
The following example is presented to illustrate the method. Let R
=.(3, 5, 7, 11), M = 1155, and X = 143. Therefore, X = (2, 3, 3,
0) in residue number representation.
-

...

Table lookup
rTb,ro

Tabl.e lookup gives

2 3 3 0
2 1 8 Chip TI outputs a2=2
2 3
2 1

Therefore, MR digits are (2, 2, 2, 1). Here we can verify r' = a3 as
(3 x 5)7 = 1. Scaling can also be efficiently performed by the
proposed method as r and r4 can be used to map into the autoscaled
variable, as described in [8]. The proposed method gives an efficient
way of truncating X to obtain X = (0, 0, r', r4) where X = (X a2R1 - a,), with a conversion time equal to one table lookup plus one
addition time. It may be noted that X2 may be computed using MR
digits of r and r (see Section III). Alternatively, one may use CRT
to find q = (x3R3 + x4R4)R3R4 where x3 = (r3/RlR2R4)R3 and x4
= (r4/RlR2R3)R4; this is useful when the number q in the range [0,
R3R4] is specifically desired.
The above method can be extended to larger number of moduli.
The general procedure for n moduli (for n even) is outlined below.
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